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Gold markets went back and forth during the course
of the week, as it continue to try to build up enough
momentum to break out to the upside. If it can clear
the $1300 level, the gold will continue to go much
higher. The Federal Reserve stepping away from its
overly hawkish stance suggests that perhaps Gold
could get a bit of a boost from a shrinking US dollar.
However, the market will continue to be very choppy,
so wait for short-term pullbacks as it can take advantage
of to pick up a bit of value. This is why technical
investors will also look for opportunities to go long.
Once it break the $1300 level, the market will go
looking towards the $1350 level, and then the $1400
level. Ultimately, this market will move in lockstep with
the US dollar falling. If it break back into the previous
channel, the $1250 level should be massive support.
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      Gold prices rose today as the dollar fell on expectations that the U.S Federal
Reserve will not raise rates this year and as Asian markets dropped after
lackluster China data reflected a slowdown in the world's second-largest
economy.

        Gold tends to gain on expectations of lower interest rates, as they reduce the
opportunity cost of holding a non-yielding bullion and trims the demand for U.S
dollar, making the yellow metal less expensive for holders in other currencies.

     Spot gold was up 0.3 percent at $1,291.42 per ounce. U.S gold futures were
up 0.2 percent at $1,291.40 per ounce. The weakness in equities and U.S
dollar appear to be a bonding providing support for gold.

    There is a key resistance between $1,290 and $1,310. Gold will need to do
substantial work to rise above this level as generally we see traders shorting
into it.

     Gold, which is used as a safe-haven investment during times of economic,
political and financial uncertainty, is up about 0.6 percent for the week. The
$1,300 resistance level  for gold is looking very vulnerable.

   The market feels there is a shift in the Fed's stance and it is more accommodative
and it is seeing the dollar weakening for several sessions. If more speculatorsjump on the bandwagon, gold will pass the $1,300 level.

.
     Spot gold has gained over 11 percent since hitting a 1-1/2-year low in mid-

August at $1,159.96. And the dollar softening as trade relations between the
U.S and China improve should continue to lift gold.

 Gold usually goes up when the dollar falls as
investors move away from dollar-backed funds
to gold

 The precious metals sectors continues to benefit
from a weaker U.S dollar and periodic weakness
in equity markets

 The geopolitical risks have also started to induce
some safe-haven buying

 Spot gold remains neutral in a range of $1,279-
$1,299 per ounce

 The precious metal was also supported by
increasing market nervousness
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       Oil prices fell by 1 percent today, with Brent crude slipping below $60 per
barrel, after Chinese data showed weakening imports and exports in theworld’s biggest trading nation and second-largest crude oil consumer.

      International Brent crude oil futures were at $59.88 per barrel, down 60cents, or 1 percent from their last close. U.S West Texas Intermediate crude
futures were down 59 cents, or 1.1 percent, at $51 a barrel.

      China’s overall exports fell by 4.4 percent in December from a year earlier,
the biggest monthly drop in two years, official data showed, pointing to furtherweakening in the world’s second-largest economy. Imports also contracted,
falling 7.6 percent, the biggest decline since July 2016.

       In the United States, drillers cut four oil rigs in the week to Jan. 11, bringing
the total count down to 873, energy services firm Baker Hughes said in aweekly report on Friday.

      Saudi Arabia-led OPEC and its non-member allies led by Russia agreed tocollectively cut production by a total of 1.2 million barrels per day during the
first six months of 2019 in an effort to stave off a global glut in supplies.

     Fresh weekly data on U.S commercial crude inventories and productionactivity will capture the market's attention this week. The Energy InformationAdministration reported last week that domestic crude supplies declined by
1.7 million barrels.

    Market players will also focus on monthly reports from OPEC and theInternational Energy Agency this week to assess global oil supply and demandlevels.

The WTI Crude Oil market broke above the $50 handle,
an area that has been important previously due to
support. It has broken above the $50 level, then it
looks as if it will continue to go higher longer term.
The attitude of oil investors has changed drastically
over the last couple of weeks. A break above the top
of the candle stick is reason to go long, but it also
recognize that the $55 level could cause a bit of
resistance. Brent markets rallied and broke above the
$60 level above, reaching towards the $62 handle. At
this point it’s likely that it will continue to go higher
given enough time, but the $65 level above is
resistance. Ultimately, if it can break above the $65
level it can change the entire trend. It is trying to build
a bit of a base, the market will of course be choppy
because of this.

 Brent crude oil prices fell below $60 per barrel after
Chinese data showed weakening imports and exports

 The energy markets and the stock markets are
experiencing incredible volatility

 Six months ago, when oil prices were pushing
above $70/bbl, it makes a more conservative oil
price prediction for 2019

 Producer price inflation has decelerated for six
consecutive months

 December shipments into China, the world’s top crude
oil buyer, were at 43.78 million tonnes, or 10.31 million
barrels per day
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 Silver futures tilted lower in Asian trade while the dollar index tapered off forthe day, following earlier data from China, the world's largest metals consumer,while a partial US government shutdown is in its fourth week.
 Silver futures due in March fell 0.33% to $15.61 an ounce, while the dollarindex dipped 0.12% to 95.55. Earlier Chinese data showed the trade surplus

up to 395 billion yuan, or $57.1 billion, from $44.7 billion in November,beating estimates of $51.6 billion.
 The price action in precious metal markets is more subdued. The whitemetal currently trades at $15.68 per ounce, down 0.4% on the week. However,the U.S Dollar Index did hit a 3-month low on Wednesday.
 US treasury secretary Steven Mnuchin said on Friday he expects Chinese

Deputy Prime Minister to carry on US-China trade talks by the end of themonth, noting how the talks will take in consideration an extension to thedeadline of tariffs.
 China's trade ministry stated that Beijing and Washington will carry on talksthat started last week, describing them as detailed and in-depth regardingsome hanging issues, with investors moving their gaze towards the Brexitvote in the UK Parliament.
 The metal has been climbing steadily for most of the past three years. Thingsgot off to a rough start in 2018, but since the middle of August, prices haverallied more than 30% and back to all-time highs. Dollar is hurt by expectationsthe Fed might avoid rate hikes this year as the economy slows down..

Silver markets went back and forth during the course
of the week, falling slightly to close it out. The $16
level above of course is crucial as it is a large, round,
psychologically significant figure. If it can break above
there, then it will bring fresh money into the market
and push towards higher levels, specifically the $17
level eventually. At the 20 EMA, it is at the $15 level,
and is starting to turn higher. The $15 level should
be massive support, and a break down below there
would of course change the lot of things. With the
Federal Reserve stepping away from its hawkish
stance over the last couple of weeks, this of course
has put some bearish pressure on the US dollar. That
in turn has lifted the Silver markets, giving them a bit
of a reprieve and some momentum to the upside.
The value hunters will continue to be attracted to
pullbacks.

 Silver inched down 0.1 percent to $15.58 an
ounce

 The dollar index dipped 0.2% on Friday after
pulling up from three-month lows at 94.62
yesterday

 Healthy orders from industrial units and coin
makers lifted silver prices

 Silver for delivery in March traded higher by 0.09
per cent

 US dollar is hurt by expectations the Fed might
avoid rate hikes this year as the economy slows
down
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